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ABSTRACT

In this communicatior¡ üe aühors tnve determined üe longitudinal chromatic aberraüons in real eyes. The method that
has.been used combines real data of corneal morphologr, central thiclness of crystalline lens and biometric measures of
axial length tógether with numerical calculaüon of the propagaüon process. The curvafure of the crystalline lens has been
adjusted to different cuwature models and refractive index distribuüons. The.wavelength dependence of all ocular media
has been modelled through the Cauchy formula. Propapüon through anterior and posterior chambers has been
accomplished through numerical calculaüon of diffraction integral instead of clasiical ray-tracing approaclr- This
imposes serous restricüons on the number of samples that a¡e neded for a fi¡ll propagation piocess. If we are only
interested in amplitude calculaüons the method consists of evaluating propagation ftom cornea to crystalline lens with a
spectrum propagation method. Propagation from the lens to the best image plane is accomplished by a direct calculaüon
of Fresnel integral. With this model, we have obtained the refraction chromaüc difference in diopters for several eyes-
Results are compared wilh real m€asures of the chromatic aberraüor1 showing a good agre€ment with numerical
calculaüons. The capabilities of the technique have been demonstrated by applving the merhpd to the study of the
chromatic aberiaüon of a keratoconus.
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I 
1. .INTRODUCTION

Aberraüons of the human eye have been intensely studied in the last decades. Both principal contributors to fhe
aberraüons in the human eye are the cornea and the crystalline lens, and their influence on the longihrdinal chromatic
aberration (LCA) and the üranwersal chromatic abe,¡ration (fCA)h¿ve been measured by several authorsr-e.

Historically, LCA have been modelled using water-eye models. Chromaüc aberration of the.reduced eye is atEibuted
solely to the variation o,f the reñ¿ctive index of water with wavelengfht.o. ln u real eyg the corneal and crystalline lens
profiles affect to the chrornatic abenaüon Published measurements of the magrutudg of chromatic aberration have
styn that this simplifred model does not fit the data.well for short wavelengfhs.

Unforhuately, a model that takes into account the different surfaces in the eye has a large amount of spherical aberraüon
so the best image plane can not be exactly calculated. Thus, aberrations are meazured using psychophygical methods ol
best focus determirnüon Thibos et al.6 measured experimentally the chromaüc variation of ¡efractive error in human
eyes by the two colours Vemie-1 method. Although this method provides psychophysical measurements it has less
measuÍement error, better acuify¡r' and it is less vulnerable to'criterion differdnces than a method based on best focus
determinaúon. Longinrdinal chromatic aberraüon has also been measured objectively by Charman and Jennings3 and
Rynders, et aI.1 , who used retinoscopic methods. Fernandez et al.l2 mevásured the ocular aberraüons in the near infrarcd
paft of the spectrum with a Hartnunn-Shack wave-front sensor.

The metfrod here prbposed is independent of psychophysical measu¡ements and avoids criterion differencss. Moreover,
previous meüods were limited to use a reduced number of uravelengths while we can use all the waüelengltrs we think
are necessaries.
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Numerical analysis and simr¡laúon of image formation 14 the eye are important tools to understand the opücal
performance of the human eye. Wave optics applied to fhe problem drives to complex but robust algorithms. Among al
ttre available algorithms we have centred our attenüon on Fourier-based Fremel propagation algorilhms'"'*-

Combinaüon of real data of cornea and axial lengths of the eye logether wittr a crystalline model and Fresnel propagation
algorithmsallorvs realistic simr¡laüons of light propagation inside the eyet"tt. The procedure consists of taking clinical
data.from real subjects. We take corneal topognphy and we measure the thickness óf fhe crystalline lens, the real
ant€rior chamber depü and the total a:rial length of the eye. With these data ue calculate light.patterns at different
distances inside the eye ánd perfiorm a complete analysis of the innge formaüon proc€ss in real time'e. We have used tfuis
method to amlyze ch¡omatic aberration of the human eye and to describe optical quallty in different subjects. We also
present our conclusions compared with experimental results of the bibliography.

2. METHOD

.First, we take topographic data with aTnissHumphrey ATLASo lopographer and reconstruct corneal morphologyt6. We
have üscarded the maps fhat present no data areas within azone of radius of 3.6 mm from the centre'of the topography.
With these maps, the cornea surface is modelled as aphase element.

Since distances in the anterior chamber are very short, we apply an angular spectrumóased algoritlrn to describe light
propagation from the cornea to the immediately previous plane of the crystaltine lens''. Let us consider a plane wave thaf
enters the comea. The tight distribution at the enúance plane of the crystalline lens can be numerically elaluated as:

where rn, ñ ard ¡z are discrete indices in space, Fourier and Fresnel dom¿i& respectively. 2,"¡ istbe distance between

the apex of the cornea and the exit plane of this elemen! z¿¿ is lhe distance between the apex of the cornea and the first
surface of the lens, N is the number of samples, DFI is the acronym of discrete Fourier transform. Aro is the size of üe

object support window and the vari¿ble r has been discretized nS x=nIMolN. Finaly n"(l) is the index of üe

aqueous humour (see fig. 1).

Figure l: Schemaüc repreSentation ofthe human eye.
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The variation with fhe wavelength that has Ueen used here for all refractive indexes inside the eye has been done
according to Cauchy's approxirnate equatiofo.

(1 )=A+s l2 '+C/ ] "0  +D/16 (2 )

Correct sampling of the above uritten expression ngeds fulfilling Nyquist criterion This proüdes a limitation in the
number of samples given by:

¡¡ 2 
Mo'n'(l)

Lt"

where z" is the ryraxial focal length of the convergent element urder considerationto. 
.

Let us take, for example a corn€a with a typical paraxial focal length of z 
" 

: 3 2 rym . For an entrance pupil of r' mm , we
select an input window of ^ro = 5 mm. We rvill amlyze the spectrum included between 400 nm and 900 nm. Note that N

explicitly depends of ¿ so the necessary number of samples u'ill change berw*een 2609 and 1160. We take N : 2609 tlnt
corresponds to ),: 400 nm insuring a sufficient number of samples for other wavelengths.

Come to this point, the crystalline lens must be incorporated as an element that affects the phase of the propagated ware.
This element has been modelled mathematically as a conicoid described by üe equaüon

f  +y '+ ( t+Q)zz  -2Rz=0 (4)

where R and Q are the radius of cun ature and the aspherióity parameter respectively and both depend on the age, and r,
y, and2 are spatial coordinates, lhe z aris being the optical.a\as.

The pa¡améters used in the study are those esümated by Dubbelman et al.2r.

(3)

where age is the age of the zubject in years.

Aside of the morphology of the crystalline lens, its refracüve index distribution is a criücal paxameter. Siedlecki et a1.22
propose a raüal crystalline lens model in which the refractive index changes only with the disance to^lhe opücat axis.
Thé authors of the modet have compared it wifir the models of Emsleya, Gullstrand No. I and Ño. 2'0, Le Grand and
Hagez5, and Kooijman26, showing tlrat the proposed model provides a better retinal image quality and lower spherical
aberraüon tban all the other eyé models tésted. The variation of the index ofreftaction of the above menüoned model can
be expressed by

Q*,,
R^,
R*o

(6)'l1-ery?fX)
-exf,-pX^*, [ ,n(X,2) = 4Q.) -(n1(1)-n,(1)

Q^=4.4+0.03xage
=4+0.07xage

=I2.9 -0.057 xage '
= -6.2 +0.012xage

(5)

where n íD and n2Q) a¡e üre indexes of the lens core and periphery respectively, p is the exponential coefficient, X is the

distance from the opücal axis ard-{-- is the equatorial radius.of the lens. The exponential coefficient phas been fixed

by Siedlecki lo p: -0.91mm'|.

With atl these parameters we can calculate the optical path covered by üe light when passing through crystalline lens.
Agaiq considering the lens as a phase elemen! we will determine the light distribuüon at the exit plarrc. Now, a second
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propagation takes place between the second surface ofthe lens and an output desired plane. For the calculation ofa light
pattern in this plane, we use a propagation algorithm based on a direct method of determirntioq of the Fremel integralra.
Method determines the diffracted light field correcüy a¡ound the distance of convergence. The light distribution at the
output plane at a distance z:

)"(z -Th - zn")

n,().)Lxo2

(7)

where Opcis the optical paü lengfh in the crystalline lens and This the lens Íhickness, which has been measured with
ultrasonognphy.

Once we obtain the output light patterq ryg¡9ed to determine the best irnage posiüon to obtain the ch¡omatic difference
of refraction in that plane. Recent studiesrT'27-2e suggest that irnage quality metrics tlat correlate best with the subjective
preference are those based on ürc imrge plane di$ribuüons (i.e., the Strehl xatio, the entropy, . .. ) rather than others based
on the wavefront aberraüon error measured on the pupil plane.

F¡om the calcuhúon of the output pattern we have used a metric based on tle vari¿üon of the Strehl ñüo with the
propagated distance. This parameter is obtained as the as fhe quotient between the peak of the point spread function
(PSF) provided by an abenated system at a desired plane and the peak of the PSF of a diftaction-ümited system. Since
we are rdng inprt beams cqming frbm the infinite, the PSF is just the intensity disúibuüon obtained with the above
described method.

3. CHROMATIC DIFFERENCE OF REFRACTION

The chromaüc difference of refracüon is eivensby

u,^,:hl^):fl'!4- ^F(1)

with

F(71= n:=, (e)'  z ' \A)

wltere z.(l) istheplaneofbestimageforthereferencewavelengtl¡ l=59A nrnand M(X)=fQ\-F(l) istne

cli¡omatic difference of power.

Atchison and Smith3r show that equaüon (8) can be approximately expressed b y

R - 0\ = -l' " tt'l: : " t2l e !>'|x'w' 
n"@¡1n,17¡-tl

In that reference suppose that the chronraüc difrerence in refractive enor .R, (2) , at leas for a reduced eye, will have the
same fonn as the dispersion equation for the refracüve inder Therefore, if the refractive index is well fitted by Cauchy's
equation, so will be the ch¡omaüc difference of refraction

(8)

(10)

&(¿)=l.eO9lt-6.70941x10*5 112+5.55334x10:'o /14-5.59998x10+ts /16 (ll)
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Thibos et al.6 used the Cornu equatiorL with théir data to obtain

& (¿) = 1.68 s24 - 633.46 I (1 - zr4.r02)

Figure2:St¡ehlratiovariaüonwithpropagatea.fiflli¡llforlhreedifferentwavelengthsinanonnaleye- 
fór á PuPil diameter of4 mm'

we have also used the descnbed method for the LCA calculation of 10 eyes in the visible spectrum and around inftared

wavelengüs. e four-t iiióa""tty eqüt¡on ttas been fitted to the mean of all the eyes resulting:

(t2>

Both adjusnnents will be comp4red with our own results'

4. RESULTS

with the üfracüve method we have analyzed longitudinal ch¡omatic aberration in ten young emmetropic e-ves' In Figure

2 we have represented an example of tne vanaón of the Süehl raüo *iq-ft: propagatibn,disance in tlre posterior

chamber. The maiimum of the distribution i"di*;;; the best ima'e glane' We have represented the sinration for three

differenr wavelengüs a;: iai Á-, r =sso nm an¿ r" = 650 n* l 
"tt¡ 

a natr¡ral pupil of 4 mm of diameter' Notice that

the effect of the ch¡omaüc aberraüon corsists oia dispracement of the-whole cuwe, but the evoluüon of the curve with z

is not altered o"ry *rr"f, fn¡s means *, .O-ñt'*-**"t:l+ have little effect on other aberr¿tions except for

defocusing. If we consider that the retinal plane is iocated at z:24. t mn,noüce the Strehl raüo for other wavelengths but

),=550nm decreases dramatically. Moreover, the effect of these¡ravelengths will b" dT attenuáted by the qpectrar

sensiüvity curve of the *itta * tf"t itt contnbutiort to the total $nlity of üe image is very low'

o
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(13)

11 FiSure 3 we present the mean of the chromatic difference of refraction in the visible spectrum range of the ten zubjects
obtained with fhe diftactive method compared with equations (l l) and (12). We can obierve there that o* ,esults ie in
agre€ment with those results.

R,().)= 1-6905-7.6009x10*5 / .l'z +7.9524x10*to / 11 -6.8854xlotts I 16
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' Figu¡e 3- Chromaüc Aiff"t*.. of refraction from tbree eryerimental strdies in the üsible qpecfturrL solid line represent.the mean
chromaüc difference ofrefraction often subjects, best-fit Cornu's equation used by Thiboi et al.6 and Cauchy equation 

"*d 
by

Atchison et al.3r. All dáa werc set to be zero at 590 n¡n

T**. 4-preselts the average defocus from the ten subjects as á fi¡nction of wavelengür--pefore averaging data were
$ift.d along the vertieal axis to cancel the defqcus ar the shortest wavelength (200 nm)rt. The changJs Ji.n ornut¡.
differen¡9 of refracüon with ryavelength in the náar infrarcd mnge were acc"ratetv fittedby a linea¡ eiuaüon Th;;;
Iine represens this linear fig whose equation isl

R^(1) =.0.oon ( 1 - 7 w) - r.s3 4 s
r '=0.9930

(14)

This result isin good agreement with the linea¡ fitperformed in bibliographyrz

RJr) - 0.002 r( t" - 7 0o) - r.434r
r '=0.9937

(15)



With this method, we have characterized fhe dependence of aberraüons with wavelenglh in the üsible and near infrared
spectrum range showing tlrat our resultsare i" Á*¿ agreement with others from bibliography and rvith tlre advantage of
using an objective method

/¿'
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+
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+

+ Average values
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- Linear fft
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w
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Figure 4 Cl¡romatic difference of refraction from the mean of the chromatic difference ofrefracüo.ü computed from
' teo subjects in the nearby infrared rmrge, linea¡ fit and linear fit of Fem¿ández et a112.

'
As an applicaüon of the method we have analyzedthe chromatic aberraüons in a higttly aberrated eye, i.e. a keratoconus.
This malfo"rmation produces inegrrlar astigmatism and otber high order aberraüons. Hence, quality of vision is poor. In
figure 5, we show flp woluüon of the Strehl ratio with the propagated distance z, for two different wavelengths and fo1 a
pupil s2e of 4 mm of diameter The yalues of the Stretrl ratio are exhemely low, and no good-üsion'peak ean be
detected. Noüce tlnt now the curves change with the wavelengú¡ which mpans tlnt this parameter affects to the rest of
aberrations. The wavelength atre€ts to the index of refraction and this one to the focal lengfh of .the element. Cttangmg
the focal length in such eye may introduce decoupled variations in all aberr¿tion terms. In figure 5 we also reproduce the
c¿¡se of the nonnal eye for comparison purposes.
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Figure 5: Strehl ratio variaüon with propagated diqtance z for two different wavelengths. With e- we denote the curves for an
em:netropic eye. c- refers to an eye affected ofkeratoconus. Boü eyes a¡e calculated for pupil diameters of4 rnm-
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